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ABSTRACT: 

 

AIM: To identify the occurrence and types of suprameatal spines on either sides of the skull in the suprameatal triangle and to study 

their clinic implications. 

 

OBJECTIVE: To figure out the presence of suprameatal spines in the suprameatal triangle and to review the literature on anatomical 

and clinic aspects of suprameatal triangle. 

 

INTRODUCTION:  Suprameatal triangle is present between the posterior wall of external acoustic meatus and posterior root of 

zygomatic process, in the temporal bone. It is also called as Macewen’s triangle. Suprameatal spine is seen below the upper limit 

of the orifice of the inner end of external acoustic meatus which is closed by tympanic membrane. It is also called as spine of Henle. 

 

RESULT: From the above conducted study, it can be seen that, when the suprameatal spines were evaluated according to its type 

and occurrence, the crest type of spine present was more than the triangle type. The crest type of spine was found to be 62.2% and 

the triangle type of spine was about 37.8% 

 

CONCLUSION: Thus, this study shows the prevalence of crest and triangle type spine in the dry skulls evaluated. It can be 

concluded that the prevalence of “crest type” of spines were more than the “triangle type”. 
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INTRODUCTION:  

The suprameatal triangle is located between the posterior wall of external acoustic meatus and posterior root of the zygomatic 

process, in the temporal bone. It's also called as Macewen’s triangle. [1] 

 

The suprameatal triangle is an area in the temporal bone. It's triangular shaped is formed by : 
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 The zygomatic arch root  

 The posterior wall of external acoustic meatus 

 A line that links the extremities of the zygomatic arch root and the posterior wall of acoustic meatus.[2] 

 

Suprameatal triangle is bounded by: 

 Supramastoid crest 

 Posterior margin of external acoustic meatus 

  Tangent from the crest to the margin[3] 

 

The mastoid Antrum, in adults, lie about 15mm deep to the suprameatal triangle.[4] 

 

The suprameatal triangle is of great importance to otologist. It's  also important in surgeries and operations involving the mastoid 

Antrum, such as in case of mastoidectomy.[5] 

During mastoidectomy, an instrument may be inserted into the mastoid Antrum through this triangle. [6] 

 

Suprameatal spine, which is also called as the spine of Henle, is a small out crop of temporal bone, within the ear canal at the 

inferior posterior corner.[7] The spine marks the spot deep to which the mastoid Antrum can be seen.[8] 

 

The suprameatal spine serves as an additional attachment point for the ligaments fixing the cartilaginous parts of external acoustic 

meatus and temporal fascia and muscle.[9] Suprameatal spine is of great importance to otologist due to its anatomical location.[10] 

 

the suprameatal triangle cover the lateral wall of the mastoid antrum, it is seen as a useful anatomical landmark for otologic surgeons 

during mastoidectomy.[11] 

 

The suprameatal depression may show a bony specule or crest in its anterior margin,the suprameatal spine which varies in shape,size 

and position.[12] 

 

METHODS AND MATERIALS:  

 

The study was done on 45 human adult dry skulls from the Department of Anatomy, Saveetha dental college, Chennai. 

The presence and types of Suprameatal spine was studied. 

The anatomical landmarks used are: 

 External acoustic meatus  

 Mastoid process 

 Supra mastoid crest  

 

TABULATION: 

 

NO. RIGHT AND LEFT LEFT RIGHT  

1.   27 8 10 

 

Table: 1 - PRESENCE OF NUMBER OF SPINE 

 

No. Side Shape 

1 Right Crest-6    (60%) 

Triangle-4   (40%) 

2 Left Crest- ( 62.5%) 

Triangle-3 (37.5%) 

3  Right and left Crest-17 (62.9% 

Triangle-10 (37.1%) 

 

Table: 2 - No. of crest shaped and triangle shaped spines present 

 

PERCENTAGE CREST TYPE TRIANGLE TYPE 

 62.2% 37.8% 

  

Table: 3 - PERCENTAGE OF THE TYPES OF SPINE OBSERVED 
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Fig: 4 - Suprameatal spine- crest type 

 

 

 

Fig: 5 - Suprameatal spine- triangle type 

 

RESULT: 

From the above conducted study, it can be seen that, when the suprameatal spines were evaluated according to its type and 

occurrence, the crest type of spine present was more than the triangle type. The crest type of spine was found to be 62.2% and the 

triangle type of spine was about 37.8% 

 

DISCUSSION: 

In this study, the suprameatal spine which is of great clinical significance was observed and evaluated. It was found that the “crest 

type” of spine was more than the “triangle type” of spine, which is on par with the research done by T.V. Peker, C.Pelin , B.Turgut, 

A.Anil, A.Sevim on “VARIOUS TYPES OF SUPRAMEATAL SPINES AND DEPRESSION IN THE HUMAN TEMPORAL 

BONE”.[4]  
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The above conducted study shows that 62.2% of the suprameatal spines are of crest type and 37.8% are of triangle type, which was 

evaluated on the dry skulls from Department of Anatomy, Saveetha dental college, Chennai. 

 

Also, on the right side of the skull, the occurrence of suprameatal spine of crest type was found to be 60% and on left side to be 

62.5% and on both right and left side to be 62.9% which when compared with the research done by T.V. Peker, C.Pelin , B.Turgut, 

A.Anil, A.Sevim on “VARIOUS TYPES OF SUPRAMEATAL SPINES AND DEPRESSION IN THE HUMAN TEMPORAL 

BONE” shows that the prevalence of crest type spine on right side to be as high as 77.6% and left side to be 80%.[4]  

Suprameatal crests were observed commonly as a trace type only, on the male dry skulls (51.2%), though there was no such 

crest seen on most of the female skulls (54.4%). [13] 

 

The types of suprameatal spine (SMS), crest type was present in 20 male skulls (45.5%) and 20 female skulls (35.75%) on the 

right side,while it was present in 28 male skulls (63.6%) and 24 female skulls (42.9%) on the left side . 

 

Triangular type was present in 12 male skulls (27.3%) and in 16 female skulls (28.6%) on the right side. while it was present in 

8 male skulls (18.2%) and 16 female skulls (28.6%) on the left side, in a study conducted by Shalaby SA, Eid EM, Allam OA, 

Sarg NA, Metwally on Morphometric Study Of Mastoid Canal And Suprameatal Triangle Of Human Egyptian Skull, With Gender 

Determination.[14] 

 

In the genus Meriones ears are middle- sized, the tympanic bulla is large, and its mastoid part is much hypertrophied, the suprameatal 

triangle is big and distinct in posterior part of the skull.[15] 

 

CONCLUSION: 

 

Thus, this study shows the prevalence of crest and triangle type spine in the dry skulls evaluated. It can be concluded that the 

prevalence of “crest type” of spines were more than the “triangle type”. Also, the occurrence of crest type of spine was more on left 

side and on both right and left sides and then right side. The triangle type of spine was more on right side. 
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